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August 1, 1977

Office of the Clerk
House of Representatives
State House
Boston, Massachusetts

Gentlemen:

I hereby transmit to you a report entitled:
"The Massachusetts Mandatory Offer Laws:

A Report to the General Court Pursuant
To Section 7 of Chapter 365 of the
Acts of 1977”.

Very truly yours.

James M. Stone
Commissioner of Insurance
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Section 7 of Chapter 365 of the Acts of 1977 provides

that the Commissioner of Insurance shall "make an analysis

of the effect of the provisions.of Section 113 C of Chapter

175 of the General Laws relative, but not limited, to the

cost of providing the coverages to the insureds mandated

by said section versus the necessity for mandating such

coverages for said insureds".

Section 113 C currently provides that, in addition to

those automobile insurance coverages which are compulsory

under state law, autombile insurers shall make a mandatory

offering of the following coverages to those insureds who

wish to purchase them: optional bodily injury liability

coverage with limits of at least $ 15,000/$40,000 ; medical

payments coverage to a limit of at least $5,000; fire and

theft coverage, and comprehensive coverage (as limited by
Section 113 0); and optional uninsured motorist coverage

with limits of at least $15,000/$40,000.

Massachusetts law also provides for the mandatory

offering of collision coverage. This provision, once in-

cluded in the language of Section 113C, is now found ex-

clusively in Section 34-0 of Chapter 90 of the General Laws.

In accord with the General Court's requirement, the

Division of Insurance has prepared the following report on

the cost and necessity of mandatory offerings. For the sake

of completeness, the report considers the mandatory offering
of collision coverage required by Section 34-0 of Chapter 90

as well as the coverages mandated in Section 113C.

By letter dated July 8, 1977 (see Appendix), representa-

tives of the insurance industry were invited to submit

analysis and recommendations relevant to this study. In

reaching its findings and recommendations, the Division has
considered all of the materials submitted.

INTRODUCTION
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On the basis of the discussion which follows we con-

clude that the Mandatory Offer laws should not be repealed.

Present statutes might, however, be appropriately amended

to eliminate the requirements to offer insurance where the

insurer can show that the applicant has submitted a

materially fraudulent claim within the most recent three

year period.

The Division will continue research on two other

approaches that might be used to equitably apportion premiums

for frequent claimants. Increasing mandatory deductibles

might be considered when an unreasonably high number of

claims has been filed. Increasing premium charges, beyond

the current merit rating system, might also be considered in

the most extreme cases.

1. Background and Public Purposes of Mandatory Offerings

In 1968, the General Court determined that Massachusetts

policyholders should have the right to purchase certain

automobile insurance liability coverages exceeding compulsory

requirements. In 1970 the General Court provided for the

mandatory offering of comprehensive coverage and collision

coverage.

Among the principal justifications given for the

mandatory offer statutes was the need to counter the growth

of specialty insurance companies found to be engaging in

a variety of unfair practices. Prompted by the refusal of

many standard carriers to sell in urban areas, small specialty

companies solicited the unwanted business vigorously. In

number of cases these companies offered very low premiums

RECOMMENDATIONS

DISCUSSION
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to attract policyholders, then systematically resisted the

payment of legitimate claims. The most notorious of such

companies was, by common allegation, the Rockland Mutual

Insurance Company. An investigation by the Legislature's

Insurance Committee revealed that two such companies were

the objects of an incredible 401 of the total complaints

received by the Division of Insurance in 1969. The 1970

amendments were enacted largely to assure that standard
carriers, employing more reputable practices, would re-enter
the market.

Ke believe that the principle of mandatory offer is

soundly based. The mandatory offer laws recognize that

automobile transportation is a necessity for many people

and that automobile liability insurance is, therefore,
essential. Comprehensive and collision coverages are

often needed not only to protect a motorist’s investment,
but also to secure purchase loans essential for many working

people.

The mandatory offer laws are our best guarantee of

equal access to insurance without regard to age, sex, marital

status, race, national origin, occupation or other criteria
often used to rationalize the denial of insurance in other

jurisdictions

It is important to keep in mind that the mandatory

offer laws do not require equal pricing of coverages. Numerous

criteria, including merit rating, are used to determine

appropriate prices based on loss potential. The laws are only

to assure that coverage is available to all legitimate appli-

cants at a market price. Ke fear that, without such laws,
the abuses of specialty companies would return and many

citizens would be denied coverage on an unfairly dis-

criminatory basis.
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2. Cost Implications of Repeal of the Mandatory Offer Laws

The most common argument for repeal of mandatory offer

is that repeal would result in substantial cost savings. If
the right to refuse were based on objective claims criteria,
the realization of any savings would depend upon the validity

of the assumption that the same individuals file many claims
from year to year. We commonly hear loose statements of the

following variety: "Fifteen percent of all drivers cause 80

percent of the underwriting losses" or "Six percent of

families accounted for not less than 4S percent of all

accidents".

The numbers cited vary widely, but the theme is the same -

that a few people cause all the problems of the many. If the

situation were as simple as these statements implied, removal

of the loss prone drivers from the system would have a dramatic

effect on reducing future losses. Unfortunately, it is not.

In 1970, the U.S. Department of Transportation under-

took to test the validity of this line of thought. The

DOT studied data samples over long periods of time and
tested various probability models of accident behavior.
Their study reached the following conclusions:

In any given year or other relatively short
time-span, a small percentage of drivers is

likely to account for a large percentage of

accidents. The individuals making up this
small percentage, however, vary greatly from
year to year. There is no small group of
accident repeaters who can easily be removed

from the system.

Most drivers involved in an accident one

year are not involved in additional accidents

during the next several years. During the

period covered by the study, less than half of
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those having an accidents in the first year had

accidents in the next five years. Of those

drivers having no accidents in the first year,

one-third did have accidents in the next five

years. During those five years, 88 percent of

all accidents were attributable to drivers

having no accidents in the first year.

The DOT'S review suggests that there is no way to re-

move a significant amount of loss from the system without

removing a substantial number of perfectly responsible drivers

He believe that reasonable merit rating is far superior to

coverage denial in providing proper incentives and placing

the cost burdens where they rightly belong.

Under our current merit rating system, a driver having

one at-fault accident pays an additional $5O premium. A

driver having two at-fault accidents pays an additional $l5O

in premiums on top of the original surcharge. A driver having

three at-fault accidents pays an additional $3OO in premiums

on top of the other two surcharges. He or she may also then

be insured in the Facility pool at a higher base rate. The

total of $5OO plus the pool's increment over a standard com-

pany rate is, in our judgment, sufficient. Denial of coverage

is unnecessary.

Comprehensive losses pose a more difficult problem.

At-fault accidents are easy to describe as the responsibility

of the claimant. Thefts and vandalism losses are not. We

are hesitant to victimize the victim in such cases. Just

as the General Court saw fit to exclude comprehensive losses

from merit rating, we would not urge punishing the victims
by denial of coverage. We begin to lose our sympathy for the

claimant only in cases where claims are so repetitious as to

cast doubt on the claimant's honesty or standard of care. In
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such cases, we would prefer a premium adjustment to coverage
denial as the proper remedy.

The Massachusetts Automobile Rating Bureau, the

Commercial Union Assurance Companies, Liberty Mutual In-

surance Company, Motor Club of American Companies and the

Independent Insurance Agents of Massachusetts responded

to the Division's July Bth request for statistical informa-
tion. (See Appendix for Complete Text of Response)

The Bureau cited a 1621 increase in physical damage

losses between 1971 and 1976 in Massachusetts compared

with a 1011 increase nationwide. It argued that the high

loss experience of the Massachusetts Motor Vehicle Reinsur

ance Facility, compared with the voluntary market, showed
that companies could accurately select those likely to

produce extraordinary physical damage losses. The Bureau

suggested that if all those placed in the Facility were

denied physical damage coverages, rates for urban drivers
could be reduced significantly. Unfortunately, the Bureau's

rather optimistic data seems to have been based on the

assumption that coverage could be denied to all risks presently

placed in the Facility. As was demonstrated in a May, 1977

Report by the Division, most Facility placements were made

on wholly unsupportable criteria, such as age, occupation,

marital status and psychological factors. We do not find

the Bureau's data to be of great use in our findings. We
could never recommend that coverage be denied on a subjective

basis, unrelated to individual driving or claims behavior.

Commercial Union estimated that three percent of its

policyholders had two or more physical damage or property

damage claims or accidents in 1975. Based on this informa-

tion, Commercial Union estimated that by excluding all

drivers with two or more incidents in the previous three
years, a five percent savings in premiums could be realized.
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We neither doubt nor accept Commercial Union's unsupported

estimates, but we do not subscribe to the recommended criteria
In Chapter 365, the Legislature chose to set three at-fault

accidents or convictions in a three year period as a proper

criterion for assignment to the Facility pool. To permit

coverage denial based on two claims in three years, whether at

fault or innocent, would be inconsistent with the Legislature':

earlier action. Loss of coverage is a more severe penalty

than assignment to the pool. If applied only to cases more

extreme than those written at the pool rate, coverage refusal

savings would obviously be quite small.

Liberty Mutual's data attempts to show that drivers with

poor claims experience in one year tend to be poor risks in

subsequent years. The sharp drop-off (approximately 901)

in the cost attributed to those drivers having three claims

as opposed to those having a single claim indicates, however,
that savings from coverage denial based on any objective

criteria would tend to be quite small. Liberty apparently

paid out less than $150,000 in 1975 to policyholders with

four or more claims.

Motor Club and the Independent Agents opposed repeal

of the Mandatory Offer laws. Both warned of the consequences

of the return of specialty companies in an environment of

complete underwriting freedom. Motor Club recommended

that the criteria for Facility assignment be altered to

reflect comprehensive claim frequency as well as at-fault
accident and conviction experience. The Independent

Agents recommended a surcharge system more stringent and

complex than the current merit rating plan. The agents

also suggested higher deductibles for repeat claimants to

assure that such claimants would pay a larger share of the

losses they bring to the system. These suggestions are

worthy of further study. In general, we share the view of
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the Independent Agents and Motor Club of America that

financial incentives are preferable to coverage denial as

a device for dealing with chronic claimants.

The Division does not recommend major revisions in the

mandatory offer laws at the present time. The laws are in

place for a valid and important public purpose. If mandatory

offer laws were repealed without objective criteria for refusal

of coverage, we fear that unfair and intolerable discrimination

would surely follow. If mandatory offer laws were modified

so that meaningful objective criteria were the sole basis for
refusal of coverage, we fear that the savings to the system

would be insignificant. If mandatory offer laws were greatly

weakened on any basis, we fear that the abuses of certain

speciality carriers in the 1960's would be widely repeated.

The Division accepts the view that those who consistently

cause losses should pay more for insurance than those who do

not. Merit rating and the high priced pool for objectively

poor drivers make certain that those who cause accidents are

financially penalized. It is more difficult to construct

such a system for theft and vandalism losses, where the
claimant is generally not at fault. We do not wish to

punish the unfortunate victims of crime. Only after a long
stream of comprehensive claims has been filed does the weight
of evidence begin to cause doubt on the claimant's integrity

or care. For such cases, a financial penalty might be in
order as a preferred alternative to denial of coverage. In-

creasing deductibles or increasing rates for chronic claim-

ants are worthy of further study. Because comprehensive
claims are usually devoid of a fault component, however, we
would urge that the trigger for any such penalty be set at

high level of frequency.

CONCLUSION
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When an individual has knowingly filed a materially

fraudulent claim, the Division believes that his or her

mandatory offer privileges should be promptly withdrawn,

business should be forced to contract with a party who has

defrauded it in the recent past. As long as a reasonable

right of appeal for the insured is provided, the Division

would support modification of the mandatory offer laws to

this end.

No

1. Letter of Solicitation of Data

2. Response from Massachusetts Automobile Rating Bureau

J. Response from Commercial Union Assurance Companies

4. Response from Liberty Mutual Insurance Company

5. Response from Motor Club of America

5. Response from Independent Insurance Agents of

Massachusetts

APPENDIX
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JAMES M. STONE
MI«SIONKR or INSURi >cc

July 8, 1977

Lemuel H. Devers, President
Motor Vehicle Reinsurance Facility
40 Broad Street
Boston, Mass.

Dear Mr. Devers:

Section Seven of Chapter 365 of the Acts of 1977 directs
the Commissioner of Insurance to analyze the effects of
the provisions of Section 113 C of Chapter 17S "related,
but not limited, to the cost of providing the coverages
to the insureds mandated by said section versus the
necessity for mandating such coverages for said insureds".
The analysis must be completed for submission to the
General Court by August 1, 1977.

The Division invites all companies, rating organiza-
tions, and trade associations to provide statistical
information on the cost of providing the coverages to
be considered in this analysis. The weight given by the
Division to any recommendation will depend largely upon
the rigor of the numerical justification offered by the
responding parties. If any party wishes to suggest criteria
for relaxation of the standards of Section 113C, specific
cost estimates of anticipated savings should be provided.

In order that the Division’s study may be completed
on time, we must ask all parties to respond in writing
no later than Friday, July 22. Distribution of this notice
to all members of the Motor Vehicle Reinsurance Facility
would be appreciated.

Very truly yours
,

. James M. Stone
Commissioner of Insurance

400 Street. sJosCon 02202

JHS:mec
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L. M. ALEXANDER. Actuary N
July 15. 1977

Honorable James M. Stone
Commissioner of Insurance
Department of Banking and Insurance
Division of Insurance
State Office Building
100 Cambridge Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02202

Dear Sir:

The Automobile Rating Bureau has reviewed the available statistical in-
formation bearing on the subject matter outlined in your July Bth letter to
L. H. Devers, President. The following observations may be helpful in your
Division's study which it is our understanding will be submitted to the
General Court by August 1 at their request.

It should be the purpose of such legislation to reduce the cost of
first party insurance for the average insurance buyer by eliminating such
coverages for those insureds that abuse the Insurance principles. Costs
should be borne by such individuals without the aid of the insurance
mechanism.

1. Massachusetts is unique in requiring a mandatory offer of
physical damage to all motor vehicle owners regardless of
their driving record or other criteria. Massachusetts also
does not allow cancellation of comprehensive or collision
coverage at the option of the company. The mandatory offer
was introduced in Chapter 670 of the Acts of 1970 . The
total physical damage losses in the Commonwealth have in-
creased between 1971 and 1976 the latest year for which
experience* is available by 162%. In the rest of the
country physical damage losses** increased 101%. The
Massachusetts increase is from a base year of 1971 with 50
and 100 deductible collision and first dollar comprehensive
coverage as the dominant coverages as was the case in the
rest of the country. In 1976 the Massachusetts coverages
were lower due to the purchase of coverages with higher
deductibles and are, therefore, understated somewhat when
compared to 1976 losses for the other states.

2. Facility experience (1974-1976) shows that in each of the
three policy years the carriers have successfully identified
risks which develop losses greatly in excess of the provision
for losses in their rates. The average deficit per cession
for the physical damage coverages for these risks were $lO7
in 1974, $176 in 1975 and $7B in 1976. Such deficits have to
be made up by the voluntary market.

* Annual Statement, Page 14
k * Bests Executive Data Service
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Honorable James M. Stone
Page Two
July 15, 1977

3. We have the highest rates In urban areas In the country. We
feel this Is due in large part to the requirement that we in-
sure everyone. The cost of providing everyone coverage does
raise the cost to the average driver particularly to drivers
In the urban areas. The voluntary market rates in 1976 could
have been lower for the voluntary risk in each of the following
urban territories based on a comparison of their 1976 loss ratio
experience with and without Facility risks.

1976 Territories Average Savings
Z

32.214 Chelsea Revere
15 Boston Central 3A.9

31.A16 Brlghton-Allston-Fenway
17 Southeast Boston 38.9

27.918 Southwest Boston

As to the request for specific criteria as to what risks to
renew, we have no available data. We do recommend that the
companies be given the right (privilege) to use underwriting
Judgment above some threshold criteria which you may establish.
I hope that this information may be of some assistance to you
in reaching your recommendations.

Very truly yours.

LMA:pgf
Enclosures

1976 POLICY YEAR REPORTED EXPERIENCE

Coverages Included:

$lOO Deductible Comprehensive
$2OO Deductible Comprehensive
$lOO Deductible Collision
$2OO Deductible Collision

1 Decrease tn Loss
1' 76 Earned Incurred Loss Ratio Using OnlyTerritory .Premiums Losses Ratio Voluntary' rmutuma Losses Ratio Voluntary

U Voluntary 3,757,739.9 1,872.016 .498 498Total 5.792,683.1 4.260.324 .735 I■ o ' 7735 ‘ 32 ' 21

15 Voluntary 8,845.334.5 4.015,128 .454 454Total 16.003.475.2 11.158,658 .697 I ‘° * * 34 ' 9Z

16 Voluntary 2,254,454.0
Total 3,262,242.9 i

943,522 .419 419
992.782 .611 1-° ’ Tell " 31,4X
812,630 .517 517
891,205 .846 1-° ‘ 7546 * 38 '”

17 Voluntary 3.504,065.3 iTotal 5,783,561.7 4

18 Voluntary 4,858,170.7 2,453,321 .505 505Total 6.585,615.5 4.608,393 .700 I’° * 7735 * 27 ’ 91
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Facility Experience

As Of 12-21-76

Total
1974

Liability Phys. Dam.
197419741974

54,908.565
81,652,336

25,841.493
29,422,303

29,067,072
52.230,083

1. Earned Premium
2. Losses Incurred

(including IBNR. & Alloc.)
3. Loss Ratio 1.14 1.80

6,973,671
1.49

13.263.7546,290,0834j. Expenses
" (Excl. Operating)

5. Underwriting Loss
6. 0 Cessions

40.007,5759,870,893 30,136,682
281,334

35.09
281,334

107.12
281,334

142.217. Deficit Per Cession
(5 * 6)

Liability
1975

Total
1975

Phys. Dam.
19751975

54,115.182
59.746,469

48,077,997
98.883,194

102,193,179
158,629,663

1. Earned Premium
2. Losses Incurred

(including IBNR. & Alloc.)
3. Loss Ratio 2.06

15.497,981
1.10

19.211.000
1.55

34.708,9814. Expenses
(Excl. Operating)

5. Underwriting Loss
6. If Cessions

66,303,17824,842,287 91,145,465
376,581 376,581

176.07
376,581

242.0365.977. Deficit Per Cession
(5 4 6)

Liability Phys. Dam. Total
19761976 19761976

81,215.243
81,324,760

1. Earned Premium
2. Losses Incurred

92,993,326
100,554,144

174,208.569
181,878,904

(Including IBNR. 4 Alloc.)
3. Loss Ratio 1.00 1.08

34,791,610
1.04

31,728,3744. Expenses 66,519,984
(Excl. Operating)

5. Underwriting Loss
6. # Cessions

31,837,891 42,352.428 74,190,319
540,378 540,378 540,373

137.297. Deficit Per Cession 58.92 78.38
(5 4 6)

*

Policy Year
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Commercial Union Assurance CompaniesI -ft
EXECUTIVE OFFICES. ONE BEACON STREET. BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02100

Stspfcsa R. MrN..|M
AaM—at Dtrsrtof - SUU Fife*

Parsi—l I hi— Actuarial DapartaaM
�l7-725-7413

Saaford R CjMraa
Actaary and Dtrvetw

PifWMl Lines Actuarial OrpartMesM
�l7-725-471#

Mr. James M. Stone
Coasnissloner of Insurance
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Division of Insurance
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, Ma. 02202

July 22, 1977

Dear Commissioner Stone:

Your letter of July 8, 1977 to Lem Dovers invited companies writing In
Massachusetts to submit suggested criteria for the relaxation of standards
of Section 113 C of Chapter 175 of the General Laws.

The physical damage coverages have not been profitable for the Commercial
Union in recent years. Our Page 14 loss ratios for 1975 and 1976 were 99.4%
and 67,3% respectively. Part of the problem is the mandatory offering of
physical damage coverages to all comers. We believe that underwriting freedom
to refrain from offering these coverages has worked well in other states and
would reduce the high cost to Massachusetts drivers if allowed here.

Your letter states that the weight given to any recommendation depends on the
rigor of numerical Justification supplied. Obviously rigorous numerical
Justification could only bo supplied If we had a great deal of historical
experience in which rigorous, uniform underwriting rules had been applied.
The myriad changes in Massachusetts coverages and laws in recent years, of
course, preclude this.

Realizing that the ideal of complete underwriting freedom is unlikely to be
accepted, wo would propose a compromise standard to the effect—"Companies may,
at their option, refuse to offer physical damage coverages to any private
passenger risk with two or more incidents (1.e., physical damage or property
damage claims or accidents) within the most recent three year period.”

The only statistical support available to us on this item is a 1975 Accident
Distribution Study which shows that slightly less than three percent of one

U **- U~™c“'“'• Co_„ .n- .-ol.t™ h. c_„,
l“Nnnfcaru *'"n.n o4 Munca
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vehicle policies had two or wore such Incidents. Had the above rule been in
effect, we Judge that-4977 physical damage rates might have been as much as
five percent lower than their current levels.

If you have any questions, or would like to discuss this further, please call
■e at 725-6710.

Sincerely yours,

Sanford R. Squires
Actuary li Director
Personal Lines Actuarial Dept.

cc: R. A. Hubbard
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LIBERTY md
MUTUAL HW,

175Berkeley Street, Boston, Massachusettso2ll7 • Tel. (617) 357-9500

July 22, 1977

Mr. James M. Stone
Commissioner of Insurance
Division of Insurance
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Dear Commissioner Stone:

Re; Mandatory Offer of Coverage

We have received your letter of July 8, 1977 asking for our input
on criteria for the relaxation of the standards of Section 113 C.

It is a straight arithmetic calculation to show the subsidy paid by
voluntary risks in order to provide coverage to everyone. I believe
Mr. Devers has supplied you with these figures for the industry (including
Liberty Mutual) and hence, we have not included similar data. These
industry figures show that underwriters have the ability to identify risks
that on the average will require a subsidy. In almost every other state
this ability works to the advantage of those in the voluntary market in
the form of lower rates.

Ve have abstained from offering specific criteria for denial of
Physical Damage Coverage since we cannot produce "rigorous numerical
Justification" and cost estimates of their effect. However, in the
limited time frame given, we were able to run preliminary data which
looked at policyholders that had 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 more claims (includ-
ing Comprehensive) in 1975 and looked at their loss ratios in 1976.
These loss ratios are undeveloped and hence, the magnitude of the loss
ratios are too low, but the relativities between loss ratios should be
correct.

Phys. Dam. Phys. Dam,
# of Claims Premium Losses Loss

in 1975 in 1976 in 1976 Ratio

1 9,174,432 5,066,958 .552
2 2,125,574 1,693,229 .802
3 448,476 457,005 1.019
4 69,617 97,061 1.394
5 20,781 47,327 2.277

BUTT MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY • LIBERTY MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY • LIBERTY LIKE ASSURANCE COMPANY OK BOSTON
HOME OKKK'ES; BOSTON

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS
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Obviously, this study could be expanded and refined. However, it does
point out that past claim frequency is a valid Indicator of future loss
experience and, if we were able to add conviction experience to this data,
one might establish a threshold above which underwriting expertise could
be used.

Sincerely,

fohn B. Conners
Associate Actuary

LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE COMPANY

JBC/Jv
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ADDRESS COMMUNICATIONS TO: Motor Club of AmericaRICHARD SIMCHES
Executive Director Ne« England Division

33 Broad Street
Boston, Mass, 02109
742-5750

July 13. 1977

James M. Stone, Commissioner
of Insurance

Comironwealth of Massachusetts
Division of Insurance
100 Cambridge Street
Boston, MA 02202

Re: Coverages under Section 113C,
Chapter 175 General Law

Dear Commissioner Stone;

This letter is in response to yours of July 0, 1977
directed to Lemuel H. Dovers, President of the Massachusetts
Motor Vehicle Reinsurance Facility, relative to the necessity
for mandating the above-mentioned coverages.

The mandatory of for should not be withdrawn. Wc do not
have to look too far back to remember how these coverages
wore not available through the regular market. It would
result in the rebirth of specialty and non-admitted companies
who would compete for the business by offering high commissions
to agents and low rates which, in turn, would cause public
dissatisfaction with claim settlements and possible involvencies.
An example of this would be the Suffolk insurance Company,
Associated Merchants Insurance Company and Rockland Mutual.
If physical damage is not a mandatory requirement and it
is written in these specialty or non-admitted companies (Lloyds),
then the insured would not be subject to merit rating. I
believe that a better answer would be to have a two tier
Facility. The first tier for so-called clean risks with
rates at the company's voluntary filing. This would keep the
original intent of the Facility to be a behind the scenes
marketing mechanism without penalyzing the accident-free
driver. The second tier would be set up on the basis of
surcharges (percentage of premium) based on at-fault
accidents and comprehensive losses paid. This data base
would have to be administered and controlled by the Facility.
My experience has shown that the best way to control the
driving habits of the majority of drivers is in the pocket
book.

Very truly yours.

VAwWiA'*RICHARD SIMtJHI
General AgentRS/sk

MOTOR CLUB OF AMERICA COMPANIES
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INDEPENDENT
I" /««*—»■* Eleven Beacon Street

INSURANCE Boston, Massachusetts. 02108
(617) 723-2990AGENTS OF

MASSACHUSETTS William H. Kilmain CPCU •> Executive Director

July 20, 1977

The Honorable James H. Stone
Commissioner of Insurance
Massachusetts Division of Insurance
100. Cambridge Street
Boston, Ha. 02202

Suggestions for Study of Amendments to Mary Nev*nan Law

Dear Commissioner Stone:

Through all of the discussions of changes in automobile laws in the past
several years our Association has been very interested in the effect of
the mandatorily issued coverages on the political and social problems of
automobile insurance in Massachusetts. It appears to us that to continue
to have companies forced to insure all drivers at common rates regardless
of loss history must have an effect of increasing the costs of these cov-
erages for loss-free drivers. In effect, then, we have another form of
subsidy being borne by good drivers In the Commonwealth.

However, some of the suggested changes to these mandatorily issued cov-
erages could possibly occasion even greater market problems. We are all
aware of the difficulties encountered by insureds in trying to collect
from unscrupulous specialty lines companies in the past. Our Association
has no desire to see a recurrance of those situations.

To deny Insureds in this state coverages that are mandated presently under
the Mary Newman Law, would force those insureds into the hands of speciality
line companies. To be sure,some of these speciality line companies, or excess
lines companies, are very reputable and serve a very useful purpose in the
market. However, since the Mary Newman Law has been in effect in Massachusetts
for several years, there has been little need for these companies in the auto-
mobile field. Therefore, we believe that for the most part, insureds not able
to get coverages in the normal market would wind up with these unscrupulous
special line companies.

As an alternative to denying coverages, we would favor a program of establishing
objective criteria for establishing higher rates for drivers who are accident
prone. For the most part, it is our belief that we are all more concerned with
the physical damage coverage aspect of the Mary Newman Law rather than the bodily
Injury coverages. We would envision a program over and above the present merit
rating system whereby companies could establish a step rate classification system.
For example, the first accident could be forgiven but subsequent accidents could
be surcharged on a percentage basis building towards perhaps even 100 t surcharge
for three or four or more accidents.

A! so Involved In our approach would be a liberal use of deductibles. A deductible
of a certain percentage of the book value of the vehicle insured would also serve
to take loss, dollars out of the system. Removing loss dollars from the system
Is the most effective way of reducing rates.

Under the competitive rating system, i f an Insured did not like the rates that
he was being charged by a particular company, he would have the availability
of shopping for a different ratawith a different company. Companies would be
allowed to file different step rates or surcharges for the Mary Newman coverages.
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Wc would envision that the surcharges be on a coverage basis rather than an
across-the-board percentage surcharge on all policy coverages.

By using a pricing mechanism,the decision as to buying coverage is left solely
to the insured and not at the discretion of the company. The coverage is avail-
able, but at a proper price and in a recognized Insurance company. Those insureds
whose driving records are such that thev occasion surcharges, will find It
difficult to purchase coverage only from an affordability standpoint and not from

standpoint of availability.

We would envision that criteria would also be established In this program for
dealing with theft losses. However we fully recognize that this would perhaps
be the most difficult area in which to set objective criteria. A suburban
Insured whose car Is stolen from In front of his house or out of his garage or
driveway more than once may simply be unlucky. Or, he may also be making his
car very available by leaving it unlocked or perhaps even leaving the keys in It.
These are situations that would have to be dealt with very carefully.

I thank you very much for the opportunity to present these thoughts to you and
we would like the opportunity to work on the establishment of the criteria
envisioned under such a program.

Yours very fruiy.

William H. Kilmain, CPCU
Executive Director
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